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I. INTRODUCTION
There is so much proliferation in internet search tools that it is difficult to choose a relevant tool for finding relevant information. Almost in all subjects internet search tools have been designed with different search mechanism. However most of these specific search tools remain discarding as most of the users switch to general type search engines such as Google. Although, Google search engine is most comprehensive search tools as per many research studies. However, it cannot overtake a specific search tool developed in a particular field which can provide most relevant information from a small database. Due to continuous research in every field there is information explosion as such more information is being uploaded. Now almost every journal has an online alternative which has proved to be very useful for the information selection as well as for higher generation. However, most of the web surfers are not aware about these developments as such depend only on the limited choices. There has been no attempt so far which would have discovered internet search tools in different subject areas with their search features. Moreover internet search tools follow different search mechanism which gives them popularity over one another. The rest of the Synopses is organized as follows.

II. SCOPE
This study will attempt to discover most of the search tools existing on the web and to categorize them on the basis of their search features as well as on the nature of their database. Further, the study will try to discover search tools in all science fields particularly life science. Also the tools will be evaluated using a unique evolution method which will help to list them on the basis of their performance in retrieving most relevant information. Later on a search strategy will be designed which will help the web surfers to retrieve a particular information using a particular search tool.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW
The concept of search engines emerged during the last decade of the 20th century. Though the nature of search engines is quite recent, the body of work on web search engines is already quite sizable. Nowadays, growing body of literature is available in print and electronic media which describes various attempts at conducting evaluation of web search engines. Oppenheim et.al [1] has made a survey of the literature of evaluation of web search engines with the aim of identifying some of the issues and problems in this rapidly dynamic field. The survey shows that research on evaluating search engines has not been carried out in a consistent fashion and as a result it is impossible to compare the performance of search engines as reported by different researchers.
Schwartz [2] has reviewed the way web search engines operate and note the growing body of evaluation literature much of which is not systematic in nature. Another briefly reviews the development of web search engines and consider the current state of affair, and reflects, on their future. The author concludes that performance effectiveness’ is difficult to assess in the context of the web. She further suggests a trend towards smaller resource collection with rich metadata and navigation tools.
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Londoni, M., and Bells [3] have given a critical and in-depth analysis of information retrieval techniques for evaluation of search engines to highlight the importance of a scientifically sounded approach to search engine evaluation. The authors modify the use of classical evaluation techniques ‘relevance’, ‘recall’ and ‘precision’. A set of flexible and proceeding guidelines for the use of these techniques are identified. The authors have recommended some forms of collaboration between IR and web communities to provide a valuable frame work for future studies.

Venditto [4] has tested AltaVista, Infoseek, Lycos, Open text WebCrawler and www worm with dozens of search terms over a two-week period. The first 25 results, achieved from a query have been assessed for relevance testing and effectiveness of search engines by identifying known sites as a particular subject. The author finds that all of the search engines perform well with simple queries but finds differences when compound /complex queries are used.

Shafi and Rather [5] evaluated five search engines pertaining to science, biotechnology and general scope using search terms from the field of biotechnology. The authors focus that the specific search engines possess rich databases but restricted to subscribers. The author prefer general search engines like Google for the users who do not have direct access to the specific databases.

**IV. OBJECTIVES**

The Objective of the study is:
1. To identify search engines pertaining to science areas.
2. To evaluate select search engines using precision and recall.
3. To design a search strategy for finding relative information using the select search engines.
4. To find out comprehensiveness and currency of documents retrievable through select search engines.

**V. METHODOLOGY**

There are a number of websites which list search engines in different subjects. These websites will be visited and the search engines pertaining to different subjects will be noted down. However, this will not give total figure of search engines, another method of discovering search engines will be adopted. Google search engine will be used as the main tool to discover search engines pertaining to science subjects. After identification of search engines, there will be a comprehensive evaluative method using search terms. This will help to identify best search engines with their search features and mechanism.

**VI. CHAPTERIZATION**

The study will be divided into the following chapters:
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